
DOBLINA 

 

The two boys raced across their school's empty, macadam-surfaced playground 

under the hot September sun. Miron and Emil, both twelve, vied to be the first to reach 

the two-meter high stone and mortar wall that surrounded the schoolyard. It was a 

friendly contest between two years-long friends, and Emil touched the wall first, 

laughing. 

Miron's penalty for losing was to play the donkey and help Emil scale the wall. 

Miron knitted his hands together and when Emil set a foot in the cupped palms, Miron 

boosted Emil up to achieve handholds on top of the wall. Now, Emil returned the favor 

by extending a hand down to Miron. 

Miron gripped Emil's hand and took the lift to power himself up the short wall 

with his feet. “Damn! Ow!” he cried when his knee—exposed by his short pants—

scraped over the coarse mortar at the top of the wall. 

They turned and settled on top of the wall to watch once again, frightened and 

disbelieving, the spectacle of the unending column of panicked refugees and straggling 

Polish soldiers escaping the catastrophe unfolding in western Poland—Emil and Miron's 

homeland—via the main street through their town of Doblina. 

The boys came every afternoon of the past week, even after their school was 

shuttered because of the National Emergency. “They are all such cowards," Miron 

Kramarz sniffed. Miron's anger at the throngs of displaced and dispirited citizens 

shuffling by their school was driven by his youthful, uninformed patriotism. “They are 

only here because they wouldn't stand and fight in their own towns. I would never leave 

Doblina!"  

Miron's words barely registered with Emil Brokowski. Emil studied the crowds 

keenly, searching every face in the hope of seeing his father, Dr. Stefan Brokowski. His 

doctor father was called up for duty by the Polish Home Army eight days ago, after 

Germany invaded Poland. But now, Emil suspected that his father would soon be 

returning home. "C'mon, Miron—keep looking for him!" 

"Sorry. Tell me again—what does a major's uniform look like?" 

Emil shook his head. “Just look for his face. He might not be wearing his uniform 

now that they—” Both boys were ashamed to speak the word: 'retreating.' But it was a 

word they heard often now from pale and nervous adults. 

Bright and fresh-faced, the boys were well raised and happily healthy. Straw-

blonde Emil Brokowski's round, open face and naive curiosity prompted smiles wherever 



he went. Miron Kramarz, being a farm boy, was a bit more wary and slow to grin but 

charmed with his flashing, mischievous eyes and curly brown hair. But neither were 

grinning today, the twelfth day of Nazi Germany's assault on their country.   

Immediately after the surprise attack on Poland, the notion of war—or what Emil 

and Miron knew of war—thrilled them. Emil and Miron, along with most of Poland, were 

bursting with patriotism. The boys were fed up with parents and adults scolding that they 

were too young to do anything, too young to even understand anything. But in the twelve 

days since Germany made good her threats and flooded across the border into Poland 

from the north, south, and west, Emil began to realize that war was a very serious 

business. He watched his father, an experienced and respected doctor and town leader, 

become concerned and nervous in a way Emil had never seen. The morning Dr. 

Brokowski left for the battlefront, he flew around his office like an angry hornet, 

throwing books and papers into growing piles. Some things he hid away, some he burned. 

 “He has a gun,” Emil told Miron. “I didn't even know that. A pistol.” 

 “All us people out in the country have guns,” Miron assured Emil, as if everyone 

would know that. Miron’s family farm lay three kilometers north of the town. “We have 

pistols, good rifles, and shotguns. If those Germans ever make it this far, we’ll finish 

them!” 

 Emil nodded, but was unsure. If victory is that simple, why are my father and the 

other people in town so nervous? His father had told him not to be afraid: their little town 

was of no interest to the Germans. Even if war came, he said, the German army, the gray 

Wehrmacht, would do its fighting in the big cities: Warsaw, Cracow, Breszt, Lodz. Emil 

always thought his own Doblina was big, but now remembered the wide streets and 

stately, tall buildings from his one visit to Warsaw when he was six. 

The crowds of refugees from western Poland slowly plodded east in front of the 

boys, forming a thick wobbly line pushing over the cobblestones and through the town. 

The masses of people ranged from infants to the barely-alive aged, from rich city folk to 

ragged Jewish Orthodox peasants. They trekked on bicycles, horses, mules, wagons, 

trucks and automobiles—or simply walked. Emil watched as a family of six passed in 

front of him, all balanced on top of a milk wagon piled precariously high with their 

furniture and belongings. The wagon was pulled by just one old horse, and its mouth and 

bit were covered in a lather that Emil thought looked strangely like whipped cream. Emil 

had never seen horses, or people, all looking so downcast and so tired, and he felt sad for 

them.  

The overloaded wagon continued passing Emil, and the mother perched on top 

held a bawling infant outward over the edge. The little girl released a stream of pee into 

the street. Emil scowled and was going to shout his disapproval, but stopped when he was 

drilled by the mother's 'don't-you-dare!' stare. 

Emil heard Captain Pawlak, Doblina's police chief, yelling at the refugees to keep 

moving. Adding to his shouted orders were the cries of women in the street, calling 

'Chleb?' as they waved paper money for bread. All along the line men pleaded for 

‘Tabik?’ to the boarded-up shop windows and doors. Emil saw Vincent Babik, a feared 

older schoolmate, peddling single cigarettes for cash from atop his bicycle. Even young 



Emil knew that two zlotys was an outrageous price for a cigarette—his father often sent 

him with a single zloty to purchase a whole pack from Mr. Neidow's tobacco shop. 

 The boys heard the approach of a big engine and by the whine in the sky they 

knew it was a plane, even though out of sight. It soon became louder than any machine 

they had ever heard, but was still hidden. Then the plane leapt into view as it roared from 

behind the tower of St. Stephen’s Church, banked, then turned across the town. It was 

painted olive over silver, was very fast, very loud, and flying unimaginably low.  

The people moving down the street stopped cold. Their heads jerked upwards and 

they immediately fled in all directions to find cover from the enemy airplane. Children 

were forced into gutters and against buildings, then covered with the bodies of their 

parents. Horses, vehicles, bicycles and belongings were left in the street, abandoned to 

fate.  

The boys felt the pumping vibration of the propeller cutting through the heavy, 

humid air and they could see the pilot sitting in the cockpit, all scarf and goggles, peering 

down at their town. Emil was fascinated to see that the plane, far from a flawless photo or 

model, showed signs of wear and was stained with long streaks of oil behind the exhaust 

ports. In the boys’ secret hearts, their courage faded with each insulting Nazi plane that 

flew over their area. But neither said a word about their feelings to the other. 

Emil cried out, “I can see his face!” as the German plane flashed by. He also saw 

that the plane carried no bombs. “109,” Emil reported, now without any excitement. 

“Messerschmitt.” The continuous onslaught of German aircraft in the last week had 

numbed his enthusiasm. Miron nodded without interest. 

Vincent Babik pedaled his bicycle out of the crowd and approached the two boys. 

He was nearly sixteen, taller than his mates, and was known around town for his 

permanent teenaged sneer. Adults would murmur to each other when Vincent passed by—

that boy needs watching. But the adults also knew that Vincent's father was a railroad 

man, rarely home and drunk when he was home, and let it be. 

“So,” Vincent asked them, dismounting. “Make any money today?” 

Emil and Miron did not look at him or answer, relieved to have the spectacle as an 

excuse. Both prayed that Babik would leave. 

“No, huh?” He opened his hand to show the coins and bills in his palm. “I've been 

busy.” 

Emil couldn't help saying, “I saw you. Where did you get the cigarettes?” 

Vincent chuckled. “You have to search, Rabbit,” he said, using the nickname he 

had bestowed on Emil for the last two years—two years of derision, pushing, shoving, 

and demeaning pranks. Vincent lit one of the cigarettes. “It's all about who you know.”  

*** 

Saul Penzik, a university student and Jewish refugee from Cracow, walked alone 

among the fleeing souls trudging eastward. Night was overtaking daylight and he looked, 

tired and unfocused, to the town ahead—identified by the highway sign as ‘Doblina – 10 

Km.’ He shuffled forward, like all the others, but was not certain now where—or why—

he was going. Twenty kilometers behind him, his mother, father, and sister were dead in 

the smoking wreckage of the family’s Mercedes sedan. 



 

 Earlier in the day, the family car succumbed to a tire blow-out at a road junction 

and Saul Penzik marched west along the refugee column looking to buy a replacement.  

His father gave him 100 zlotys to cover what he was sure to be an outrageous price—

assuming a tire could even be found. 

Under a hot September sun, Penzik was bargaining in Yiddish with an unsmiling, 

pencil-necked Jewish man, when a cry rippled down the line of refugees, from west to 

east.  

“Plane!”  

Penzik, not as experienced as the other refugees, was initially perplexed at the site 

of the crowds running to the sides of the road—dropping into ditches, climbing 

embankments, dragging bawling children to the nearest tree line—but quickly followed 

their lead. The low-flying plane revealed itself as German when it began firing its 

machine guns and cannon at the scattering refugees. Penzik could not help himself—he 

raised his head and watched as the bullets hit the road in a stitching pattern, kicking up 

fountains of dirt at each impact. He saw a horse’s back explode in a red mist and it reared 

up, twisting and screaming, upsetting the small cart it pulled. The cart's contents scattered 

across the road surface before the dying animal lurched into the ditch. Shooting 

continuously, the Nazi fighter plane roared over and followed the road to the east, toward 

the next town named 'Doblina'.  

As refugees climbed up to the highway they heard a thudding boom and saw black 

and gray rising in the eastern distance. Penzik, suddenly frightened, hurried back east 

toward the junction where his family was waiting, running the last meters until he 

reached a thickly packed group of people standing in a semi-circle around the Mercedes. 

The car was lying in a shallow crater—a twisted, jack-knifed hulk of metal completely 

consumed by rioting gasoline flames. Black, boiling smoke shot towards an indifferent 

blue sky. 

A man Penzik had befriended on the road grabbed him in a strong hug and pulled 

Penzik away from the wreckage saying, “Don’t look, Saul! There’s nothing to be done—

nothing! Don’t look!” 

 

Now, Penzik, stunned and grieving, walked aimlessly forward with the crowd on 

the highway. But, in some way, he felt comforted when he entered this small, well-kept 

town. A town out of a nursery school book! As he walked over the cobblestones, he saw 

that nearly every building was closed up or boarded shut, and yet he still felt a kind of 

welcoming. He had no idea how far east the Germans would push, but thought: Perhaps 

this little town will be overlooked and bypassed. 

He came across a mature, shrunken Jewish man cursing at the darkening sky and 

kicking at a wagon pulled to the side of the road. The word ‘Kramarz' was written on the 

side in faded, ornate lettering. By the look of him, Penzik felt sure that he was not a 

refugee like all the others streaming past, but a local. The old peasant seemed unafraid to 

wear the yarmulke on his shaved head. The man had no peyes—the vertical curls of hair 

Orthodox Jews wore in front of the ears—and his beard was not robust: thin and gray, it 



straggled down just past his collar. He was thin to the point of being emaciated, but 

Penzik recognized that he was actually just lean, hard, and tanned dark from outdoor 

work.  

Saul Penzik, an educated young man studying to be an electrical engineer, spoke 

Polish, German, and Yiddish. He chose Yiddish.  “Trouble?” 

The old man eyed the young man with a gaze that had judged strangers for a long, 

hard lifetime. Job Siebert furrowed his brow and put his hands on his hips. He saw a thin 

young refugee, obviously shaken and anguished, whose large shoulder bones pushed at 

the fabric of his modern jacket. Despite the young man's clear grief and exhaustion, the 

older man saw a hard glint and laugh creases at the corners of those very, very sad eyes. 

The young man’s mouth seemed to have an unforced sardonic smile—indicating to 

Siebert an understanding of life's ironies that the old man appreciated. He replied in 

Yiddish, “Who’s asking?”  

“Shalom. I am Saul Penzik. From Cracow.” 

“Penzik . . .” the man said, rolling the name around in his mind. “Shalom. No, I’ve 

never known anyone with that name.” 

“Probably not. My family has lived in Cracow for generations.” Penzik darkened. 

“Had lived, until now.” 

“Refugee?” 

“Yes.” Penzik pointed at the wagon. “Can I help?” 

The man looked at his wagon and spit. “Siebert—that’s my name. There’s 

something wrong with the rear axle. I can’t get under there—and even if I did, I know I’d 

never be able to stand up again.” 

Penzik felt his mind beginning to work again, after a long time of darkness. “Let 

me take a look.” 



After fixing the wagon—a temporary repair involving Siebert's thick leather belt—

Penzik and Siebert walked together, leading the horse and wagon back to its stable in the 

Jewish section of Doblina. 

Siebert, holding up his trousers, asked, “Where is all your property? You are just 

walking like a cow?” 

“A German plane blew up everything this morning.” He sighed, deep and hoarse, 

beyond weeping. “My parents, my sister, the car—everything. What you see is all I 

have.” 

“I’m sorry, Penzik. It’s all terrible. Too terrible. God deliver us!” 

Penzik decided it would be best not to mention the money his father had given him 

for the tire, unspent and hidden in the crotch of his trousers. Still, somehow he 

instinctively trusted this wizened old Jewish man. “Yes, Mr. Siebert. I know I’m not 

alone in this suffering, but I’ll tell you—that’s not much comfort.” 

“No—about that I am sure you are right.” 

Penzik was quiet a moment. “Listen, Mr. Siebert. I want to stop here a while, in this 

town. Is it possible I could stay with you tonight? I’ll sleep anywhere. I can help you, do 

the heavy work.” 



Siebert was silent as they entered the Jewish shtetl on Kegel Street and threaded a 

path through the masses of western Jewish refugees camping in the ghetto streets for the 

night. Lucky ones had small tents and tiny kerosene stoves, while poor relations simply 

huddled under blankets at the side of town buildings. Penzik was shocked at the 

dilapidated Doblina ghetto—nothing remotely similar to his Jewish neighborhood in the 

sophisticated city of Cracow. He saw the leaning, cracking wooden houses, the dirty 

street children, and the Orthodox Jews hissing at the unclean and immoral refugees from 

the big cities. He recognized then: My sheltered life was just a dream. 

Siebert and Penzik walked past an old synagogue at the center of the Jewish 

precinct. Siebert thought, how can I not be mindful of the ancient mitzvah? A guten 

mensch was to welcome traveling Jews, even if they were strangers. “Yes, heavy work I 

leave to others, now. You might be useful,” Siebert said. “But you must promise—you 

cannot tell anyone else where you are living. I am a poor working man, and I have 

nothing except my horse, my wagon, and a place to sleep out of the rain and snow. I 

cannot take in another!” 

“I understand, Mr. Siebert. No need for worry—I don’t know a soul, now.” 

“Listen, Saul Penzik. If you are staying? Please! No more of this ‘Mister’ business. 

I am just old Siebert.” 

  



 
Major Doctor Stefan Brokowski, Polish Home Guard, stumbled home to Doblina 

Regional Hospital in the warm dusk of 14 September 1939. The bottom of his major's 

tunic was ripped from a barbed wire roadblock he needed to climb, and the rest of his 

rustic brown uniform was sleep-crumpled and mottled in mud. His fine, hand-made boots 

were scratched and scraped from the three days of his unit's rapid, eighty kilometer 

retreat. 

His hospital's automobile park—once a lot solely for horse carriages—was now the 

overnight shelter for several families spread across the field of gravel. Brokowski's first 

reaction to these political gypsies squatting at his hospital was outrage, but immediately 

fell to pity. I am too tired to force any of these poor people to leave. He climbed the stairs 

to the entrance.  

When Stefan Brokowski's son Emil saw him trudging up the stairs to the hospital, 

Emil ran through the halls shouting for everyone to welcome him home. Emil, his tow-

headed boy, was overjoyed to see his father return from his six days of war. Emil knew 

now that war was dangerous as well as glorious—because his father had lectured him 

many times about it.  

Emil clamped onto his father's arm. Beaming through tears, he peppered his father 

with breathless questions. “Are you hurt, Papa? Did they shoot at you? Did you capture 

any Germans?” 

Too exhausted to really laugh, Brokowski chuckled. “Emil. I'm fine—just very 

tired.” 

“Papa! A Messerschmitt flew right over my—” 

“Tomorrow, Emil—tell me tomorrow. Let's go to bed now.” 

Emil helped his father up the stairs to their apartment on the second floor of the 

hospital, supported by the applause and calls of “God bless you, Doctor!” from the staff 

in the lobby. The complete concentration he had been holding for days was melting away, 

and Brokowski felt weak. He had to accept it: Fifty-five is too damn old. The battlefield is 

someone else's duty, now. Usually a fit, tough, and patriotic man, Brokowski was now 

starved thin and exhausted beyond caring about anything military or political.  

Thank God I am home—Emil is all right and Doblina is still Polish! He so loved 

Doblina, his birthplace. A regional city in central Poland, it was of no great importance 

except to the people who lived in the town and in the surrounding farmlands. The roots of 

the city were at least a thousand years deep, and probably much more. Brokowski thought 

it a remarkable town—an almost idyllic vision of peace and calm, where every citizen 

seemed to be content with his or her lot in life. 

This war had been a short one for Stefan Brokowski, a greying veteran of WWI 

and the Polish/Russian war of 1920. This newest war looked to be a rolling defeat for 

Poland, bravely resisting the massive German onslaught without international help. The 

doctor hadn’t reached the war’s front before it collapsed. The situation quickly became a 

chaotic jumble—refugees fleeing, Polish soldiers retreating, trying to re-group and fight 

again. The Nazis primarily concentrated on thrusting from the northeast and southwest 

into the country—toward Lithuania and Ukraine. But now, Brokowski heard that the 



tentacles were turning toward each other to encircle the capitol, Warsaw.  

The Polish Home Guard ordered Brokowski to return to his hospital in Doblina to 

prepare for masses of wounded soldiers. He would need to care for those soldiers in 

addition to the population the hospital already served in Doblina and the surrounding 

area. It was a relatively new regional hospital—built in 1928—of two stories, three wards 

and seventy beds. The hospital was the pride of the county—one of the first electrified 

buildings in the area, and one of the few connected to a natural gas line. 

Once in his bedroom Brokowski struggled to pull a knee-high leather boot off his 

foot, but he hadn’t the strength. He let himself sprawl backwards across his bed and 

called to his son, “Emil! Come here and help pull these boots off. Let me see how big 

you’ve grown in the last six days!” 

Emil panted and pulled and Dr. Brokowski felt the right boot slowly slipping off. 

It finally came away in a swish and Emil landed hard on his ass, stunned and a bit 

embarrassed. 

Brokowski tried not to laugh. “Good work! Now, the other one should be easier.” 

This proved to be correct, and then Stefan Brokowski asked Emil to bring his 

journal and a pencil from the desk. “Now—go wash your hands well and get to bed!” 

Emil was an obedient boy, but this time did not obey. “Papa! No! Don’t make me 

leave!” His guileless child's eyes shimmered and dropped huge tears as he jumped on the 

bed and gripped his father’s legs. “I don’t want to leave you!” 

Brokowski now fully recognized his son’s profound fears, and the depth of his 

relief that his father was home. “Emil, you are too old for this bed now. You know that. “  

These words only caused Emil to cry harder.  

“All right, all right,” his father said gently. “You can stay with me tonight. This is 

a very special time. But! You still must go and wash!”  

Emil ran off and Brokowski heard the boy splashing water on his hands. He was 

back before his hands were dry and jumped into the bed again, curling into his father's 

side. Brokowski propped himself up on the pillows, opened his journal, and tried to pull 

facts and thoughts from the mist of his exhaustion. He always kept a journal and had no 

intention of stopping now because of some Germans. Brokowski was obsessed with 

history and spent most of his free time researching and writing the story of the Zamosc 

region, where he was raised and where he lived even now. This research proved to him 

how invaluable journals like his own were to future generations.  

As Emil's breathing slowed and deepened, Brokowski wrote . . .  

 

 

 

 

  



 

  
 

Journal of Dr. Stefan Brokowski 
 

14 September 1939 

Our Home guard unit never reached the Vistula 

River, and we were sent back.  Dr. Dudek and I got 

separated somewhere south of Warsaw, but I have at last 

made it home.  I don’t think I have ever been more tired. 

The hospital is in a kind of panic, but Nurse Babik 

tells me it will come to order again now that I am back.  I 

will have to be stern - we must be ready for the wounded. 

This war is so different than the fighting in 1920.  

Everything moves much faster – motorized vehicles are the 

point of the German spear.  The casualties are more severe, in 

some ways, although there are no reports yet of poison gas, 

thank God. 

The refugees from the big cities in the West are 

absolutely flooding the roads.  I think they are slowing the 

Germans more than our troops.  So many of the refugees are 

Jews heading anywhere east.  I hope they have an idea where 

they think they are going. 

No one knows if the Germans will stop at Warsaw, 

or continue eastward – which would mean coming here, to 

Doblina. 

Too tired. 

SB 

 

 



The journal slipped from his hands and flopped beside him on the duvet. Outside, 

rain pelted the roof, his city, and the dark countryside as he plunged into sleep.  

 

One night of blissful sleep in his home, his bed, and with his son close and safe 

completely recharged Stefan Brokowski. He was up at 0630 and began to attack the day 

as if it was a military objective. He perceived the hospital as in total disarray, even though 

he'd only been gone for six days. 

“Brokowski,” Nurse Lena Babik scolded, “you do this every time you leave for 

more than a day. Calm down—please!”  

Lena Babik was the only person who dared to address Brokowski as anything but 

'Doctor.' She worked with him, side by side, for over twelve years, and he came to trust 

and rely on her completely. She was a little shorter than most women, but did not lack for 

energy. Her dark brown hair was always done up attractively, even when cut short for the 

job or the summer heat. Lithe but full figured, she commanded the respect of the 

employees with her fairness and abilities. 

Brokowski stood opposite where Lena sat at the hospital dining table sipping tea. 

“Dammit, Lena—we have to be ready for casualties. We'll be overwhelmed, most likely. 

We have to get moving!” 

Emil Brokowski appeared at the doorway to the dining room, awake and full of 

questions. Before he asked a thing, he rushed to his father and hugged him from behind. 

“Papa! Welcome home.” 

His father disengaged from Emil's hug and held him outward by both arms. “Emil, 

I'm sorry but we are very busy right now.” 

Emil was hurt. Busy? They're drinking tea! 

 “Nurse and I have a hundred things to do today. You'd better get along to school 

now.” 

Lena Babik covered her grin with her hand, amused at Brokowski's attempt at 

gruff authority. 

“Papa—the school closed. Five days ago.” 

Brokowski was shocked. “Close the school? I've never—”  

“Brokowski—the war?” Lena said. 

“Well . . . yes, of course. Of course. It was open when I left. Emil—you must find 

something useful to do. Something helpful.” 

Emil stood there, stumped. He was never asked to help with anything at the 

hospital, and knew very little about how it operated. Old Kranz does everything that isn't 

medical. 

Lena stepped in to save him. “Emil, why don't you do what you've been doing 

these last days—call Miron and keep an eye on the refugee situation.” 

Emil felt a great relief, but also a familiar rejection. He loved his father, of course, 

but: All he really cares about is being the town doctor. 

Dr. Brokowski voiced his constant concern. “Is it safe?”  

“Yes, Father. We stay back and watch from the school.” 

“Well, I suppose that's all right, then.” Then he expressed another fear. “You know 



what a German Army uniform looks like, don't you?” 

Emil brightened. “Yes, Papa. They are a kind of gray-green, yes?” 

“Right. If you see any German soldiers, you run back here as fast as you can—do 

you hear me?” 

German soldiers? Suddenly, Emil was face to face with the reality of what 'retreat' 

and 'defeat' truly meant. 

 

Emil telephoned Miron at the Kramarz farm. “Sure,” Miron said. “I'll leave as 

soon as my father goes out to the wheat field.” They arranged to meet in an hour—the 

time it would take Miron to walk into Doblina.  

Emil left the hospital and immediately encountered Kranz, the hospital's 

maintenance man and chief orderly, in the car park. Kranz was herding the last of the 

night's refugees out the gate. He shook his head and muttered in Yiddish—the mysterious, 

half-German, half Hebrew language of the Jews.  

Seeing Emil, Kranz pointed to the trash strewn across the lot and said, “Look, 

Emil! Look what they have left—this is how they thank us!” Emil nodded, not knowing 

how he was supposed to feel, and walked on to Casimir Street and his schoolyard. 

The disorderly river of refugees, Poles and Jews, was more dense than the day 

before. Emil could see no leaders, sensed no organization at all. The procession of 

shattered lives passed by the old town's beautiful buildings and shops, and the people 

stared at them with a longing for the lives they had lived only days ago. Most of the 

facades were closed off and shuttered, many with their large, proud windows boarded 

over.  

Emil was constantly surprised by the variety of people in the crowds. Some were 

well dressed, but completely dejected. Others were obviously poor, but animated and 

engaged with everyone. A very old woman pushed a baby carriage that supported an even 

older crone clutching a frayed, bulging valise. A goat, tied only by a string, trotted 

unhappily behind them. Emil watched kids his own age running up and down the column, 

taunting and teasing the children that were held back tightly by their parents. 

He saw Captain Pawlak again, this time losing his patience completely as he and 

his deputy chased refugees out of city alleys and dead-ends. Most were men that hustled 

out of the alleyways buttoning and belting their trousers as they ran. Emil and Miron 

laughed until they began to smell what the refugees had left behind. 

Back westward in the column, a chorus of frantic car and truck horns blared. Emil 

and Miron watched a small number of vehicles trying to force their way through the flood 

of drained and demoralized refugees clogging the road. Miron sat up straight when he 

saw the limp Polish flags hanging from one of the trucks. He shouted, “It's an army truck! 

It's some of our guys!” 

 Both boys jumped to stand on the wall as the army stragglers approached. The 

first vehicle was a Ford Eifel sedan—not a military vehicle—packed with soldiers. The 

soldiers were stuffed inside like a crazy Gypsy circus act, their weapons thrust wildly out 

of all the windows. Emil felt something was odd, then realized that the front windshield 

and back window of the private car were both missing— shot away. 



 A Polish soldier—an officer, Emil thought—leaned out the window of the car and 

called to them from across the tide of refugees. “Hey! You boys! Do you live in this 

town?” 

 “Yes, sir!” Miron shouted, thrilled to be talking with a real, fighting soldier. 

 “Fantastyczne! Is there a hospital here? Any doctor?” 

 Emil Brokowski couldn't believe his luck. “Of course, sir! My father is the doctor 

in charge of the hospital!” Emil saw the soldier’s face relax a little. 

 Cupping his hands around his mouth, the officer shouted above the noise of a 

backfiring car and a shrieking horse. “Where is it?”  

 “Follow us! We'll lead you there!”  

 Emil and Miron jumped down to the street. Emil ran around the front of the car to 

give the driver directions, but stopped abruptly. The driver's window was also gone, and a 

wide swath of dull, red-black blood coated the driver's door down to the running board. 

The sedan's doors were punctured by three round bullet holes and a jagged tear through 

the metal. 

 The driver shouted at him. “Well, where the hell is it, boy?! Let's go!” 

 Emil stared at the driver, who appeared not to have the least scratch on him. He 

felt himself drifting far away as he wondered: But how . . . ? 

 The driver slammed his horn. “Son!” 

 Emil, forced back to the present, pointed. “Two streets down, then to the left. 

We'll show you!” Miron and Emil ran ahead of the soldiers, shouting at the people in the 

street to clear the way. They pushed stubborn people and horses aside as they went.  

 The limping military caravan followed the boys into the Doblina Hospital 

grounds. Emil ran to fetch his father, but Dr. Brokowski and several of his staff were 

already flying out the door, white coats flapping. Emil watched, enthralled, as his father 

took command of the situation, barking out orders and instructions. He understood that 

his father did important work and saved lives every day, but Emil could tell that today 

was very different. For one thing, Dr. Brokowski wore his military uniform, something 

Emil had seen only in Independence Day parades. People were addressing him as “Major 

Doctor,” and Emil felt a huge swell of pride. 

Miron and Emil helped where they could—lending an arm, holding doors open. 

Even after living for years in his family's hospital apartment, Emil was shocked to see the 

number of badly hurt people and blood-soaked clothing. A young soldier, one arm 

holding the other tight against his chest, took his turn jumping out of the truck. He hit the 

gravel unsteadily and cried, protecting his right arm. Emil glimpsed the unit insignia on 

the man's sleeve and knew: that's father's Home Guard unit—the Fifth. 

 Miron heard the cry and turned immediately to look at the soldier, his eyes 

opening wide in recognition. “Jarek!” Then he screamed, “Doctor!” 

 Miron ran to the soldier and helped him sit up. “Miron!” the soldier breathed, 

squinting at the boy. “You are here?” 

 “Yes, Jarek! Yes!” Miron began to cry. “Doctor!” he screamed again. 

 Nurse Babik rushed to them. Miron was shocked to see her white uniform 

smeared with blood. “Nurse Babik—please!” he pleaded. “This is my brother! You've got 



to help him!” 

 She moved in very close to the wounded man's face and asked, “Can you hear 

me? What is your name?” 

 The man's eyes cleared slightly and his brows swept downward in a confused 

frown. “You know me, Nurse Babik. Jarek Kramarz. Corporal Kramarz, now.” 

 “Excellent, Jarek!” Nurse Babik said, smiling. “That is correct! You're with us, at 

least. Where is your wound?” 

 He nodded to his right arm. “My arm. A bullet? Shrapnel? I don't know. Can't use 

it.” 

 The nurse softly probed his arm and carefully turned it to get a better look. “Has 

there been much bleeding?” 

 “No.” 

 Miron helped Lena Babik get Jarek to his feet and together they walked him into 

the hospital building. She maneuvered them across the swarming lobby to a long wooden 

bench and put Jarek with other soldiers who did not need immediate attention. Miron was 

always repelled by the way the hospital looked and smelled, and never enjoyed visiting 

Emil there. The glossy white tiles, the bright steel carts, and the odor of alcohol and 

disinfectant all felt dangerous and threatening to him. He spotted Emil Brokowski 

coming into the hall from the corner, helping an orderly ladle water out of a metal bucket. 

Every soldier drank as if he had not tasted water in a year. 

 “Emil!” Miron shouted. “Look! It's Jarek!” 

 Emil stopped and stared momentarily before joining Miron. He didn't know 

Miron's older brother well, and had difficulty associating the drawn and wounded man in 

front of him with the smiling and strapping farm boy he vaguely remembered.  

 “Hello, Jarek.” He tried to sound casual, but was apprehensive. He did not know 

the proper way of speaking with an injured soldier.  Jarek nodded.  

 “He's wounded, Emil!” Emil saw Miron's eyes running with tears, but also 

glowing with reverence and admiration. “He's a hero!” 

 Jarek made a small wave with his good arm. “I wish, little Miras,” he said, using 

the family nickname for Miron. “I barely got in the fight.” He stared out the hallway 

window for a moment before seeming to laugh under his breath. 

 “Well,” Miron said, “You crushed those szkopy, right? Are they back across the 

river yet?” 

Jarek looked at Miron, and Miron saw that now it was his brother's eyes that 

brimmed with tears. 

“No, Miras. No. We couldn't stop them. We're trying again further south. Down by 

Rumania—that's where we're heading now.”  Jarek winced and leaned back against the 

wall. “We need more time. More . . . everything.” 

 Miron's face dropped down, far deeper than a frown.  He felt panicked—his big 

brother never cried, ever. 

 The swinging doors to the operating theatre banged open and two orderlies carried 

a soldier on a stretcher into the hall. As Emil watched, the soldier’s arm flopped down. It 

dangled, covered in blood, a jagged stump without a hand. The sight was something 



totally new to Emil, but he knew instinctively that the man was dead. Suddenly very cold 

and queasy, part of him wanted to run away as fast as he could, as far as he could. That is 

my first real dead body! Please God—don't let me be sick! 

 “For God’s sake!” Dr. Brokowski cried, following the stretcher into the hallway. 

“Someone get a sheet over that man! The morgue is down to the left!” 

 Brokowski's shoulders slumped while he reviewed a list on his clipboard. The 

doctor's military uniform emerged, high around his throat, from behind his white 

operating coat now splattered and streaked with blood. Emil saw the golden braiding and 

symbols on his father's high collar and lost any fear he had been holding. 

 “Jarek Kramarz? Jarek, are you here?” Brokowski called. He looked up from the 

list and scanned the dazed, bleeding men lining the hallway. 

 “Here he is, Father!” Emil cried, waving his father to come to them. Further down 

the bench, a wounded soldier was bent double, moaning loudly and chanting a prayer. 

 Doctor Brokowski was stern. “Emil! I don’t want you down here—go back to the 

apartment.” 

 “But—I'm helping!” 

 “Off with you—now! This is no place for a boy your age.” 

 Emil pouted and sighed, but obeyed. He left, looking back over his shoulder as his 

father stood over the brothers.  

 “You, too, Miron. It is Miron, am I right—the youngest? Your mother must be 

sick with worry.” 

 Miron wrapped his arms tightly around Jarek's leg. “I won't leave Jarek!” 

 “And you, Jarek Kramarz!” the doctor said, wagging his finger. “I thought you 

had better sense than to try and catch German bullets!” Brokowski had rarely seen Jarek 

since the day he delivered him. He bent down and looked intently into Jarek's eyes as he 

grasped the wrist of the injured arm and felt the pulse. Satisfied, he gently placed the 

soldier’s arm into his lap.  

 Standing up, he said, “I’m afraid I can't treat you just yet, Jarek. Too many others 

worse off. You'll be fine. Do you have much pain? I can spare you something.” 

 Jarek shook his head, but was actually suffering the most pain since the moment 

he had been hit.  

 “Good man.” Brokowski looked at Miron and raised an eyebrow. “All right, 

Miron Kramarz. You may stay with your brother for now. I'll have Nurse Babik get word 

to your parents. Just keep out of the way and do exactly what you are told, do you hear 

me?” 

 The doctor left the brothers and returned to the operating room. Brokowski felt 

confident the hospital had enough staff and supplies to deal with this wave of casualties. 

In the weeks before the war, some blessed soul in an office in Warsaw had enough 

foresight to order the hospitals and clinics re-stocked with the necessary supplies needed 

for battle medicine: bandages, blood plasma, ether, alcohol, antiseptics. 

 The Operating Room was in gory disarray from being in constant, frantic use the 

last four hours. Two soldiers waited on stretchers placed on the floor, and a pile of 

bloodied uniforms and bandages was stacking up on the opposite side of the room. Tense 



orderlies worked swiftly on the men, tying tourniquets, cutting away tattered uniforms, 

and setting plasma IV's. The small OR was becoming far too hot and smelled of rank 

sweat, alcohol, and the coppery scent of blood. Brokowski and Nurse Babik were 

laboring to breathe through their sweat-soaked gauze masks. 

Brokowski slipped off his mask to speak with an officer standing beside the 

operating table—Captain Borsun of the Home Guard, one of Brokowski’s longtime 

friends. Borsun owned a farm and orchard about ten kilometers from town. In this time of 

war, Borsun was also Brokowski’s superior officer in their Home Guard unit. He was 

disheveled and very dirty, but appeared unwounded. Brokowski looked from him to the 

wounded man on the table.  

“Name?” Brokowski asked. 

Borsun, completely at the end of his patience, chastised him. “Brokowski! We 

don't have the time for stupid formalities!” 

Brokowski quieted his old friend with his calm response. “No—I always ask that 

question first. I believe that any small connection between a doctor and patient can help.” 

  The Captain's face was haggard, and he showed no emotion when he said, 

“Borsun, Felix.” 

 Brokowski looked at his friend. “Borsun? A relation, Pietr?” 

Captain Borsun nodded. “Nephew. Felix is my brother's son.”  

Brokowski pulled back the sheet covering the soldier’s chest and laid it across the 

hips. Felix Borsun, perhaps nineteen, had a dark laceration that started below the 

breastbone and ended near the navel. Through the flesh around the wound, both men 

could clearly see a length of jagged metal glistening inside the man's abdomen—shrapnel 

from a bomb or artillery shell. The patient was not bleeding—he had already lost all his 

blood. Felix Borsun was dead. 

 Dr. Brokowski pulled the sheet up and then over the soldier's head. “I'm sorry, 

Pietr. If we had him earlier—” 

 The Captain raised his hand. “Thank you, Stefan, but we can’t waste any more 

time. Let’s get on to the next man.” 

 Brokowski called for the orderlies to remove Felix Borsun's body and bring the 

next soldier. He turned back to Captain Borsun and took his arm. “Come, Pietr—sit.” 

They moved to an open space on a bench against the wall. “How long since you last 

slept?” 

 Borsun shook his head and shrugged. 

 “Pietr—is there any hope?” 

 Borsun raised his head, seeming to ponder the lighting assembly above the table. 

“I can't see it, Stefan.” 

 “But the French? The English? We have those common defense treaties!” 

 “Not yet. I've heard nothing. But even if France or England had a plan, it would 

take at least a month before we would see one soldier. By then . . .  I believe they've taken 

Lubelski by now.” 

 Brokowski looked at his bloodied hands, held together almost as if in prayer. 

“Bastards! So much for all our sacred treaties!” 



 “Yes, Stefan—the reality of our times. Herr Hitler has thumbed his nose at Europe 

again. And we Poles must bear our cross, alone—again.” The Captain seemed to focus. 

“But, I do have orders for you, Stefan.” 

 “Tell me, Pietr!” Brokowski said, now enthusiastic. He craved planning and 

organization, especially in moments like these. Any order would be something to grip in 

the middle of this horrible chaos! 

 “Last word from the top. For you and these men we're leaving here, it's over. Do 

not resist—go home. Put away the uniforms, hide any weapons. Destroy all army 

documents and ID's.” 

 Brokowski's mouth formed a small open circle. He was stunned, as if he had 

taken a fist to his chest. He exhaled slowly and deeply. “So—so we're giving up? We’ve 

got no chance at all?”  

 The orderlies placed the next patient on the table and he began to scream 

incoherently. One of the nurses clamped a hand over his mouth.  

 “Doctor! We're ready!” 

 Brokowski gripped Borsun's arm. “But I must go with you, Pietr!” 

 “Absolutely not. We've doctors and medics enough, and the people here need 

you—badly! The orders are for only able-bodied men to make for the Rumanian border. 

We'll stand there. Perhaps by that time, the French . . .” His voice trailed off. He stood 

and walked to the operating table, Brokowski following. Together they looked down on 

the desperate, writhing soldier. 

 “This man’s name, Captain?” 

 


